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Andro-Mod Games Role Game DC Legends: Battle for Justice (Mod) You Can't Save the World ALONE - Join your favorite Justice League heroes and villains in an epic RPG fight. Recruit Justice League heroes like Batman, Superman, Flash, Wonder Woman and more in the ultimate DC experience. Join the dynamic battles of PvP and
form alliances to fight rival teams as you fight across the galaxy. Expand the capabilities of your heroes with epic super power attacks, improve their stats and upgrade gear as you gain experience. The future of your team is in your hands - use strategy and wit to dominate your opponent, defeat enemies in battles, and save the future of
the galaxy. UNITE your favorite Justice League heroes and join the battle today! ASSEMBLE POWERFUL HEROES Good and Evil? Superman and Lex Luthor? Batman and the Joker? Gather unlikely allies to build your roster and clash with rival teams - Assemble the best team by collecting heroes such as Harley quinn, Supergirl and
Lightning as you fight your way through the galaxy This is a role-playing game where you play as your favorite Justice League heroes i.e. Batman, Wonder Woman, Superman, etc. you can form a better team and go on to shoot enemies. You can also unlock special moves and upgrade your hero. This is a pvP game where you fight
against players from all over the world. There are weekly problems organized by manufacturers that gives you an extra reward. You will fight in iconic places like Gotham City, Metropolis, Themyscira etc. Graphics games are pretty top notch. Are you ready to save the world? Mod Features: Unlimited Money File Info This game developed
by Warner Bros. International Enterprises It was last updated at 2020-7-30 Its size is 70MB. Its current version of 1.26.9 Its Android requirements is 4.1 and up. Check it out on the Playstore THEO JIM CHNG TLM Joined June 15, 2018 Posts 5,857 Points 113 Title Package: com.wb.goog.dc.legends DC Legends: Battle for Justice 1.26.10
time_update Preview Mod: You Can't Save the World ALONE - Join your favorite Justice League heroes and villains in an epic RPG battle. Recruit Justice League heroes like Batman, Superman, Flash, Wonder Woman and more in the ultimate DC experience. Join the dynamic battles of PvP and form alliances to fight rival teams as you
fight across the galaxy. Expand the capabilities of your heroes with epic super power attacks, improve their stats and upgrade gear as you gain experience. The future of your team is in your hands - use strategy and wit to dominate your opponent, defeat enemies in battles, and save the future UNITE your favorite Justice League heroes
and join the battle today! ASSEMBLE POWERFUL HEROES Good and Evil? Superman and Lex Luthor? Batman and the Joker? Gather unlikely allies to build your roster and clash with rival teams The best team is assembling heroes like Harley quinn, Supergirl and Flash as you fight your way through the galaxy of Amass power and
assert dominance as your list grows in size and strength: putting together the perfect strategy for each situation YOUR TEAM Tune your heroes to win the battle against your enemies in a clash for supremacy in the DC Comics Universe Get experience and new abilities As you dominate opponents, Metropolis, Themyscira and more
Upgrade your heroes to LEGENDARY status giving them stat updates and a brand new visual personaBECOME DOMINANT FORCE Fighting with other players around the world to demonstrate their superior strategy and skills of building a team and climb the ranks of Participation in daily and weekly tasks to earn rewards and expand
your list of Clash with other opponents in the Pv arena to climb to the top what strategy will you use to defeat your enemies and who will fight this war with you? Prepare for a clash of heroes as you play to save the future of the galaxy. TIP: The game of crash, strength close, can not begin. How to fix it? If you get this error, you will need to
provide storage permission and an overlay permit for this app if you have Android 6 or higher. Give it a shot! or read the Android 6.0 or Later tutorial Need to enable Permissions. Go to the settings of qgt; Control of apps qgt; Select App (gt; Permits) ONLY THE DATA IS DELETED BY THE GOOGLE PLAY STORE UPDATE METHOD OF
LOGGING IN WITH A GOOGLE ACCOUNT (GMAIL) FOR ROOT DEVICES: DOWLOAD AND INSTALL APK FROM PLAYSTORE AND LOG IN WITH YOUR GG ACCOUNT. 2. WHEN YOUR DATA IS LINKED TO A GG, DOWLOAD, AND LUCKYPATH ACCOUNT. 3.DOWLOAD AND INSTALL MOD APK ! How to save your account
when installing a new mod! 1. Find the name of the game page, use the app on your phone. - Install the viewer's name package 2.0 from the Play Store. - Scroll through the list of apps to find the app you need the package name for. You can also use the search button to quickly search for a specific app or game. The name of the package
is listed only under the name of the app. 2. Backing up your data. - Open file manager find Android forder! - Go to Android forder you will see two named Forder Data and Obb. - Open the data forder and find your packpage name game you want Kepp account (Example: com.tencent.ig). - Rename it what you (Example: com.tencent.ig-'gt;
rename it to com.tencent.ig.keepdata) 3. Remove the old version and install Version. 4. Back to the manager file, Unrename your packpage you renamed in Step 2 (Exam: com.tencent.ig.keepdata - qgt; rename it in com.tencent.ig). 5. Open the game and enjoy the mod with data saving ! HOW TO SHOW THE BMT MENU IN ANDROID
6.0 AND HIGHGER! 1. Go to setting up apps. 2. Apps (or Appmanagement). 3. Find your game. 4. Tap it and chosse. 5. Appear on top (or allow floating windows) resolution. Turn on the resolution. 7. Enjoy fashion !!! How to download the Fashion file / Hacks from BlackMod.Net 1. Your device needs a root! 2. You have to unsign APK
(sometimes unsigned APKs are loaded too, then you can skip it) 3. You have to install the original game and log in to google or FB (don't delete the game after!) 4. You have to install Apps: Lucky Patcher (Watch the video tutorial) 5. You need a signature check patch of 6. You set the modded APK over the original game 7. That's it q) Link
download luckypatcher: How to log in to Facebook APP 1. Delete or turn off the FB app, fb messeger... Device 2. Reboot your phone. and enter it. 3. Then enter the game. You can install again DISABLE APPLICATION SIGNATURE FUNCTIONING USING LUCKY PATCHER 1- Open Lucky Pather 2- Click on Toolbox - zgt; Patch to
Android 3- Check Signature Verification Status is always true and disable .apk Signature Verfication and then apply the change. After that, perhaps your android device will reboot automatically. If your Android device doesn't reboot automatically, move on to the next step. 4- Still in the Patch to Android menu, check disable the signature
check in the package manager. Apply the change, and done! (Can reboot automatically)5- Made, now you can remove luckypacher then install the apk file unsign 6.Enjoy MOD !!! For non-indigenous MOD (signed APKs) 1- Delete the original A- game if you've played with fashion before, you can set a new mod over it. 2- Download
modded APK 3- Install modded APK 4- Enjoy) Google enter possible? No. Is Facebook logging in? Yes. But remove the Facebook app from your device. Is it possible to sign in to a game account (e.g.: HIVE)? Yes. For Root MoD (unsigned APKs) 1- Your device should be rooted. 2- Your device must be completely fixed. How to? Read:
Tutorial - Videotutorial How to log in with Google or Facebook App On Modded Games 3- Install the original game from the playstore or use the original APK game when downloading here. If you already have the original game installed, skip 3. &amp; 4.. 4- Run the original game and higgin once with Google. 5- Close the game and install
an unsigned APK over the playstore version (don't delete the original game). Is it possible to log in to Google? Yes. Facebook It's possible? Yes. Is it possible to sign in to a game account (e.g.: HIVE)? Yes. Set XAPK 1. Download BlackTool.apk and install in your device. 2. Download the XAPK file on my website. 3. Open the BlackTool
tool, it scans the entire device and shows the xapk file. 4. Click the button to install xapk. Download Black Tool and watch the video tutorial : In HERE Tutorial set the game there is an obb or data Path 1 (root and not root): 1- Download OBB files or DATA files and extract files zip 2- Download mod APK 3- Move OBB files (con.xxx folder)
on Android / OBB folder in your device - Or move the data files (com.xxx folder) to Android / data folder in your device 4-Set mod APK 5- Enjoy 2Speed link Download APK (SIGN) Mod version of the Blackmod Team advertised by us and together without charge We need money to build and develop the site, And this, how we make
money. On our website you can easily download DC Legends: Battle for Justice v1.26.10 Mod! All without registration and send SMS! With good speed and no virus! Sharing is a concern. We allow you to share all the games/app and videos in BlackMod anywhere you want If you see an update of the game that we have no opportunity to
update, please send us the latest Apk package in the profile of the legend, thank you! Last edited: Sep 29, 2020 Joined August 28, 2018 Posts 30 Items 8 Joined August 22, 2018 Posts 278 items 18 Joined September 22, 2018 Messages 5 Points 1 Age 102 I want, but I never knew you wanted me, gave you all never knew you were
using me. Joined July 27, 2018 Posts 3 Items 1 Thank you very much and a nice effort Joined August 18, 2018 Posts 53 Points 8 Joined September 29, 2018 Posts 18 Points 3 works perfectly, thank you very much for the mod. any chance of unlimited fashion energy being added to this? Joined December 29, 2018 Posts 7 items 3 Age
20 Krypton Location Is there anything special you need to do here? When I open it brings me a blank screen and stays there. Joined September 24, 2018 Messages 13 items 3 Joined December 29, 2018 Messages 7 Points 3 Age 20 Location Krypton hey Aurora, can you back up the local file save and use it on another cell phone to save
my proggress? I ask this because mod does not allow us to create an account to keep our proggress online (at least not what I know) you have to create an unsigned version of the game to log on to. Spoilers under the description show I like. Joined 23 August 2018 Messages 6 Points 3 Joined January 25, 2019 Messages 1 Points 3 Age
19 Location India Minimum Character Six Wow Heres 6 Joined July 27, 2018 Messages 9 Points 3 Page 2 Joined August 27, 2018 Messages 37 Points 8 Stuck on the first mission Sir joined April 1, 2019 Messages 2 Points 3 Age 42 Location , where download to the files obb files or data files for this game? Joined May 22, 2019
Messages 1 Points 1 Age 28 chennai is really cool and finally works. Thanks Joined June 4, 2019 Messages 1 Points 1 Age 21 Location Mexico El juego se sale en el tutorial ayuda Joined June 5, 2019 Messages 8 Points 3 Page 3 Joined June 29, 2019 Messages 3 Points 1 Age 33 Location Russia It's Not Working. Crush in the first
battle traaining Joined June 15, 2018 Posts 5.857 Points 113 Hello, I experienced it as both as I woke up, but the VIP link may have been incorrectly coded because you can't get inside the game after about us: Mod By BlackMod.net the app has closed and you can't log in anymore. And the free link gives you access to the game, but
when you do either the PVP or PVM the app has closed itself and so keeps all the time. Any suggestions? Please contact @Rito or @kevilhart Joined October 4, 2018 Messages 7338 Points 113 Hello, I checked this as soon as I woke up, but the VIP link may have been incorrectly coded because you can't get inside the game after about
us: Mod By BlackMod.net the app has closed and you can't log in anymore. And the free link gives you access to the game, but when you do either the PVP or PVM the app has closed itself and so keeps all the time. Any suggestions? it works well bro I checked Hi, I checked it out as soon as I woke up, but the VIP link maybe incorrectly
coded because you can't get inside the game after about us: By Mod BlackMod.net the app closed itself and you can't log in anymore. And the free link gives you access to the game, but when you do either the PVP or PVM the app has closed itself and so keeps all the time. Any suggestions? it works well bro I checked have you tried any
other games vip? If not, please try another game vip, if it still has errors, please review the instructions here: Joined October 4, 2018 Messages 7338 points 113 Joined October 22, 2019 Posts 9 Points 3 Asia Location I downloaded and played v1.25.1 without any problems, but now v1.26.1 can not be installed. I hope this doesn't require a
clean installation. Any ideas? A non-root phone. I downloaded and played v1.25.1 without any problems, but now v1.26.1 can not be installed. I hope this doesn't require a clean installation. Any ideas? A non-root phone. It works, but the fee is one, if you vip, then apk vip will not work. Joined October 4, 2018 Posts 7338 Points 113 well I
just find out that APK works for the first time, but after two deadlines the opening game stays in please wait ... Could you see this problem? VIP apk does not work at all. I installed a license in my Android/Obb as well. Thank you. Please send me a photo or video bro Joined October 23, 2019 Messages 1 Points 3 Age 32 I have the same
problem ... The game plays 1st time fine but the 2nd time I can't even get into the reason it crashed and its asking me to send a report or cancel, I even used the app to boost what you did... I think it's something to do with the menu of no shows Joined October 24, 2019 Messages 1 Points 3 Age 28 Just go to the settings in your phone
and go to your apps and then give permission to play. After Attempts again Mine is still crashing after granting all permissions Page 4 Joined April 1, 2019 Messages 10 Points 3 Age 33 Location Italia I just downloaded the 1.26.1 version, but I can not install it. He always says: The app is not installed! Why? Last edited: Oct 24, 2019
Joined mar Mar 2019 Posts 357 points 43 Location Singapore I just downloaded the 1.26.1 version, but I can't install it. He always says: The app is not installed! Why? Is your current app installed in the Playstore? If so, that's the reason why you can't settle over it with our mod. Joined march 30, 2019 Posts 357 Points 43 Location
Singapore Besides this game, have you encountered any problem on other games? Hello! I've researched about this problem and it seems that only VIP APK doesn't work mean the free works perfectly well with any ideas if you guys are thinking to fix the VIP app? I'm a vip user and I can't take advantage of the app... And please fix the
problem when the app falls you can't log in anymore.... Please, it is not fair to pay for vip and still have this problem. (There's free I can log in, at least the glitch is still going on) Joined October 4, 2018 Messages 7338 Points 113 it works well broI checked, And there's another thing I want to tell you because when we update, we check and
make sure it works. The problem doesn't happen when you play only 50 seconds, come on prolem going after the game for a while either the game falls or you close it to reopen it again and the app just keep crashing and be low. That's what we mean when we say that the game crashes, after 10 minutes. And the VIP one doesn't work for
me anymor.e @Kevin Hart you still play a few minutes, its over 10 minutes crash going on. I didn't miss this part in that I wrote until 10 minutes either you close the game or crashes you can't enter antmore. What is going on? I uploaded the video, but you still saved from what you do, which is a few minutes. Joined October 4, 2018 Posts
7338 Points 113 @noMercyGived I played even 40 minutes and he had no problems. If there is a problem, we will fix it and I am still playing right now There is no problem Joined October 4, 2018 Messages 7338 Points 113 Text me here and I will show you the video Joined December 6, 2019 Messages 1 Points 1 Age 32 game does not
work for me when I tried to log in with any account so that I could log in with a guest. but when I update my accounts, there is no progress in any ideas, how can I save my previous work for a new update? _____Sent from Mate 9 via BlackMarket App Page 5 Joined February 2, 2019 Posts 15 Points 3 Age 39 Location Brazil Administrator
when you have a chance you can update the hack game has just been updated. Thanks I Pre-Joined November 14, 2019 Posts 18 Points 3 Age 25 It doesn't work it shows DOwnload Error when running?? Joined August 28, 2019 2 Points 1 Age 25 Anyone get a PVP point reboot? Is we can't make a pvp while in fashion? Joined January
29, 2020 Posts 17 Points 3 U.S. Location Did Anyone Get a PVP Point Reboot? Is we can't make a pvp while in fashion? I would assume that you can still run mods nonstop just to go the multiplier with Regular mode, then just use 1 and 1 as multipliers for pvp. must work ... worked on some other games I've played from these mod guys
Joined June 13, 2019 Posts 16 Points 3 Age 30 U.S. Location Any get AVP point reboot? Is we can't make a pvp while in fashion? Don't attack teams with higher command power than yours in PvP. They check their battle logs and see how a lower-power team beats them, they will tell you. So, the ban and PvP point reboot. Joined March
16, 2020 Messages 5 Points 1 Age 27 Joined March 16, 2020 Messages 5 Points 1 Age 27 needs an update I think stuck to download EDIT: nvm, restart fixed thanks to a lot joined February 7 2020 Messages 8 Points 1 Age 73 I have an LDPlayer 4.0.11 and updated DC Legends to the current version and I now get Google Play games
glitch login. any help? Joined February 7, 2020 Messages 8 Points 1 Age 73 finally got his job. had to reinstall the original, then install without removing the original APK thanks again Page 6 Joined July 15, 2019 Messages 5 Points 1 Age 51 Location Brazil It works great, but you need an unsigned version to continue its game. There is a
question about VIP: There are many VIP options, all about how long it will be. My question is, can I still use the game after my VIP expires or when it expires I won't be able to continue playing with mod? Joined February 7, 2020 Posts 8 Points 1 Age 73 I had to install the original version from Google Play. then run it so I can log into my
account. Then get out of the app. download and install the blackmod version. install without deleting the original DC game. start, and he should start. I use the ld player. This mod never worked on my actual phone. Joined July 15, 2019 Messages 5 Points 1 Age 51 Location Brazil I had to install the original version of Google Play. then run
it so I can log into my account. Then get out of the app. download and install the blackmod version. install without deleting the original DC game. start, and he should start. I use the ld player. This mod never worked on my actual phone. Thanks for explaining. I tried to do it on Bluestacks, but it did ever give that error of entry. So I tried with
LD PLayer, as you said, and worked, but there is a problem. You need to do the whole process again after you close the game. Joined July 2, 2019 Messages 59 Points 8 Age 19 Location Turkey Ozellikler desatla Bashka Ozellik Yuk mu? Joined August 20, 2018 Posts 5 Points 1 Does anyone know that the MAX multiplier I can use
before the game crashes or get banned? Joined June 13, 2019 Posts 16 Points 3 30 U.S. Location Does Anyone Know That MAX Multiplier I Can Use Before Game Crashes or Get Banned? There is no max, I went up to 100x. You get banned when you attack a player who has a higher team strength and you don't suppose to beat them.
They're reporting you. It's easy not to get banned. Don't abuse deception. If you are you want to get banned, avoid it in PvP. I use mod for everything else (Update Events, Hero Challenge, RED Alerts and Campaigns). Joined August 20, 2018 Posts 5 Points 1 There is no max, I went to 100x. You don't have to go higher than that. You get
banned when you attack a player who has a higher team strength and you don't suppose to beat them. They're reporting you. It's easy not to get banned. Don't abuse deception. If you don't want to get banned, avoid it in PvP. I use mod for everything else (Update Events, Hero Challenge, RED Alerts and Campaigns). Thanks mat Joined
June 22, 2019 Messages 19 Points 3 Age 30 Location Of Athena can you download an unsigned version, please? Joined June 13, 2019 Messages 16 Points 3 Age 30 U.S. Location Do you set it to the old version? How do I save data? I have to rename the OBB file I use the emulator to play this game. I would set the original version first,
start the game so that it connects to Google Play. Close out the game and then set the MOD APK over the original version. Start the mod game and it connects and works normally. You'll need a lucky patcher patch, look at the next image. Joined April 24, 2020 Messages 1 Points 1 Age 28 I use an emulator to play this game. I would set
the original version first, start the game so that it connects to Google Play. Close out the game and then set the MOD APK over the original version. Start the mod game and it connects and works normally. You'll need a lucky patcher patch, look at the next image. View the 5229 app How do you install over the app, is it just a normal APK
setup? I use the genymotion emulator! Joined June 13, 2019 Messages 16 Points 3 Age 30 U.S. Location How do you install over the app, is it just a normal APK setup? I use the genymotion emulator! You need to eradicate genymotion and then install Lucky Patcher and Patch. Joined May 5, 2020 Messages 2 Points 1 Age 35 Hello. I'm
interested in using DC fashion legend apk. I want to use it while logged into my Google Play account. Is there a way to do this through my phone, computer or tablet? I have entrenched one of my phones using the app but don't know how to act. If I can use mods while logged into my Google Play account I'm willing to pay Hello. I'm
interested in using DC fashion legend apk. I want to use it while logged into my Google Play account. Is there a way to do this through my phone, computer or tablet? I have entrenched one of my phones using the app but don't know how to act. If I can use mods while logging into my account Google Play I'm willing to pay Yes, you can
log in to Google, just follow these instructions 1. Your device needs a root! 2. You have to unsign APK (sometimes unsigned APKs are loaded too, then you can skip it) 3. You have to install the original game and log in to google or FB (don't delete the game after!) 4. You should Apps: Lucky Patcher (Watch video tutorial) 5. You need a
signature check patch of 6. You set the modded APK over the original game 7. That's it q) Link download luckypatcher: Download Lucky Patcher from ChelpuS Joined May 5, 2020 Posts 2 Points 1 Age 35 Yes, you can log in with Google just follow these instructions 1. Your device needs a root! 2. You have to unsign APK (sometimes
unsigned APKs are loaded too, then you can skip it) 3. You have to install the original game and log in to google or FB (don't delete the game after!) 4. You have to install Apps: Lucky Patcher (Watch the video tutorial) 5. You need a signature check patch of 6. You set the modded APK over the original game 7. That's it q) Link download
luckypatcher: Download Lucky Patcher by ChelpuS I tried something like what you stated. I'll look at it again. I used the root app. I used a lucky patcher, but I may have missed something. Thanks to Page 7 Joined May 19, 2020 Posts 38 Points 1 Age 27 bmt logo does not appear ... _____Sent from Moto G (5S) Plus (XT1804) via
BlackMarket App Joined January 12, 2019 Messages 3 Points 3 Age 40 Location Brazil Can you make unsinged mods please?? Joined May 19, 2020 Messages 38 Points 1 Age 27 after playing the app for the first time if we close and reopen the game. The bmt logo is not displayed. _____Sent from Moto G (5S) Plus (XT1804) via
BlackMarket App Joined May 13, 2020 Messages 4 Points 3 Age 20 Do you install it on the older version? How do I save data? I have to rename the OBB file I use the emulator to play this game. I would set the original version first, start the game so that it connects to Google Play. Close out the game and then set the MOD APK over the
original version. Start the mod game and it connects and works normally. You'll need a lucky patcher patch, look at the next image. See the 5229 attachment Can I know which emulator you're using? _____Sent from F8331 via BlackMarket App Joined October 4, 2018 Messages 7338 Points 113 Joined January 12, 2019 Messages 3
Points 3 Age 40 Location Brazil I tried unsigned, but to no avail, I have a root on my phone and a lucky patcher, I did the same tutorial, but does not allow me to install apk over the original Joined Sep 6 , 2019 Posts 1 Points 1 Age 38 Is there any sign in this game with Facebook instead of Google log in? I'm not going to bother to play with
mod if I can't save my game on Facebook. Sometimes if you play a little further off get these options available to you. Just not sure if this game has Facebook save options at all. Thanks Extended Joined April 29, 2020 Messages 3 Points 1 Age 27 Closes only on my phone Joined October 4, 2018 Messages 7338 Points 113 game closes
only on my phone Please check the permission to deposit and permission to overlay on this app if you have Android 6 or higher. You Need to Turn It Joined Joined 16, 2020 Posts 6 Points 1 Age 25 Sorry, how can I create a new account? I've never played this game before, so I just installed this mod, but obviously I can't log into Google
Play and I have to play anonymously... Joined May 27, 2020 Posts 1284 Points 83 Sorry how can I create a new account? I've never played this game before so I just installed this mod, but obviously I can't log in to Google Play, and I'm forced to play anonymously... - Or you can download the original game from the playstore of the login
in Google's hit original game and install a signed apk from blackmod Last edited: June 16, 2020 Joined June 16, 2020 Posts 6 Points 1 Age 25 - Or you can download the original game from the play qgt; wute the original game and install a signed apk from blackmod And if I don't have a rooted phone, what can I do? Joined May 27, 2020
Messages 1284 Points 83 And if I don't have a rooted phone, what can I do? If you have a good phone, you can try this app (vmos) --- VMOS comes with the ROOT environment (you will have more information about this app from Google or YouTube its safe 100% Joined July 4, 2020 Messages 1 Glasses 1 Age 30, what can I do when
my nickname is banned? How to fix it? Help Me Page 8 Joined April 29, 2020 Posts 10 Points 1 Age 25 I'll Get Banned If I use mod in the pvp arena?? it will be great if I have a _____Sent response from Redmi Note 5 Pro using BlackMarket App Joined July 12, 2020 Messages 1 Points 1 Age 20 Hi, if I don't have a root phone, how can I
save data from Google? Joined July 14, 2020 Messages 4 Points 3 Age 32 Is there a new version? doesn't seem to be working anymore. Joined july 14, 2020 Posts 4 Points 3 Age 32 As I can see in the Google Play store, its the same seems not working, I pretty much did the same procedures to log into my Google account with APK in
the past without problems until yesterday. Now it will just be a timeout on the main download screen stating that Google play games log waiver it can happen maybe once or twice when downloading APK, but now it seems to be doing it constantly. Joined by May 27, 2020 Posts 1284 Points 83 Seems not working, I pretty much did the
same procedure to log into my Google account with APK in the past without problems until yesterday. Now it will just be a timeout on the main download screen stating that Google play games log waiver it can happen maybe once or twice when downloading APK, but now it seems to be doing it constantly. Incoming I joined July 21, 2020
Messages 7 Points 1 Age 31 I can not log in, idk if it's for a new version on the game Why??? I used to do the whole phone reboot process, opening the game, waiting for it to load and then uninstalling games and installing fashion, and it's automatically connected to my account, but now the message appears that it can't connect to the
game, and it's not the only game that happens to me, me, In the only mobile phone I use two and in both there is this problem of not connecting play games as it can be solved. Joined July 14, 2020 Messages 4 Points 3 Age 32 I can not log in, idk if it's for a new version on the game or why??? I used to use to do the whole process of
rebooting the phone, opening the game, waiting for it to load, and then uninstalling games and installing fashion, and it's automatically connected to my account, but now the message appears that it can't connect to the game and it's not the only game that happens to me, also in the only cell phone , I use two and in both there's this
problem of not connecting to play games how it can be solved. I'm after, as this started to happen last week, never had a problem so far not being able to log into the google play account. Account.
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